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The Lausanne Arts  Network exists to  

catalyze and connect artistic Christians 

and evangelical  influencers concerning 

the role of artists and the arts for global 

mission—through gatherings focused on biblical prayer, reflection, 

training, and ministry action. 

We hold two mandates. The first is to the artists of the world. We 

aim to catalyze and call artists back to the service of the church in 

global mission through their specialized, God-designed creative     

imagination, intelligence, and artistic abilities and gifts. We aim to 

equip artists biblically on the role of the artist and   artistic               

expression in life, worship, and ministry. 

The second mandate is to the church and to the mission and          

academic leadership of the world. We aim to call the church to        

re-engage artistic kingdom servants for the sake of  empowering    

culturally relevant worship, evangelism, and compassion throughout 

the world. We aim to assist current mission and church leadership to 

realize that for the body of Christ to express itself fully in line with 

God’s design, we must involve the church’s artists as strategic       

ministry practitioners of the church. 

 

Catalysts for the Arts 

Dr. Uday Balasundaram 

Check Out These Links! 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1159275907469264/?ref=bookmarks
https://www.lausanne.org/networks/issues/arts
https://lausannearts.org/blog/


                                                                                                                                                           

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

    

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                             

 The Lausanne Arts issue network exists to catalyze and connect  artistic Christians 

and evangelical influencers  concerning the role of artists and the arts for global  

mission.   

Lausanne Arts  Newsletter Editor 

Ann Boland 
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8  Jamaica & Caribbean / Jo-Ann Richards Goffe 
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13  When Beauty is gone, she sends love / Mark Raja 
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18   Matthew “Mistery” Peet 
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4  Walk in Two Worlds / Doug & Mary Lu Anthony 

10  Spirit & Scribe / Michael Stalcup 

11  Hutchmoot:  Homebound /MAKE Collective 

12  Cambodian Christian Arts Ministry School 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xv907Rb8AdA&fbclid=IwAR23DIQK40Helyn90CiTt-4DAaCCu33nZfybmbjBbltpVU76ujfb7YAl3B8


 

 

Walk in Two Worlds 
Doug & Mary Lu Anthony            Strategic Ethnoarts Initiatives 

                            www.walkintwoworlds.org 

 
 

 
 
 

T 
he COVID-19 hygiene songs featured here are one example of Strategic Ethnoarts        
Initiatives from Walk in Two Worlds Ministries. Led by Doug and Mary Lu Anthony, 
Walk in Two Worlds partners with indigenous church planting ministries to facilitate 

Strategic  Ethnoarts Initiatives. These initiatives bring local church leaders and artists together 
in collaborative projects that multiply the impact of local church ministry. These projects can  
include: curricular training  programs for communities of oral-preference learners, heart-
language worship workshops, art initiatives to build bridges between the local church and their 
host culture, as well as projects (such as  the COVID-19 hygiene songs below) that  support  
critical public health initiatives.  
 

   
The Anthony's have been working from their North Carolina home       
during the COVID-19 pandemic to help artists around the world impact 
their own local communities in positive ways during this crisis. Here is 
their story about these songs:  

 
   (Click for link to Family Band) 

Walk in Two Worlds 
Strategic arts initiatives to multiply ministry impact 

“After borders were closed in the spring of 2020, we began challenging our musician    

partners around the world to create COVID-19 hygiene songs for local communities. The 

links below are for some those songs. We assisted with production for a few songs but 

most were produced locally with lots of encouragement from us. The English-language 

COVID-19 song created by the Anthony Family Band was part of a “deal” we made with 

these international artists: Since strict quarantines limited their access to musicians,        

instruments and studios, we promised that our shelter-at-home family would also create a 

song, using only the people and equipment that we had on hand. (Of course it helped that 

we went from empty-nesters to five adults and a baby because of workplace and university 

shut-downs!).  

https://youtu.be/yBRYhdTm3Pw


 

The feedback from local communities has been overwhelmingly positive. ‘Both the minority 

Christian community and Muslim community leaders have welcomed and praised the 

songs,’ said Albert from Mombasa, Kenya, ‘and they are very happy to use them.’ We at 

Walk in Two Worlds are believing that God will greatly expand the influence of each artist 

who has generously created songs to bless their communities.” 

https://youtu.be/hMjWaffEppI 

This song is by Albert Ngome in Mombasa, Kenya. 

He writes, "My poem is a Coastal Swahili one. Its title 

is, 'We Will Defeat Corona.' My community has been 

affected most and has been in fears, so I decided to 

write this poem to instill hope and faith to our     

people."   

https://youtu.be/pOCyZF_2Hek 

Rose Muketha’s Swahili song is now available on 

YouTube for all viewers without registration! Rose      

created this song in Mombasa, Kenya to teach her     

community good hygiene practices during this Covid 19 

crisis.  

https://youtu.be/UwBMmN6LRrc 

From Elias Atayi, Germain Degooevi and   

David Azanli in Lome, Togo (Ewe language)  

Musicians in Lome, Togo created this song to 

teach hygiene practices for the Covid 19 crisis. 

The song in in Ewe language and Agbadga 

rhythm. Composers are Elias Atayi and        

Germaine Degboevi. Performers are Germaine 

Degboevi - lead vocal; Elias Atayi - percussion 

and bgvocal; David Azanli - keyboard.  https://youtu.be/9ysZiYZbjWc 

Joseph Agali-Korona Apaka is a Luo Gospel Song 

addressing the Corona pandemic in the world with 

the goal of informing people the origin of the      

disease, how it spreads, how to stay safe and the 

hope we have in Christ Jesus in healing the          

situation.  

https://youtu.be/Sy4Nj-KGbGI 

Oliver Chavunduka from Zimbabwe composed this 

song during the COVID19 lockdown. Oliver and his 

children (in the photos) want this song to be a 

blessing to his neighbors by helping them to      

remember good hygiene practices that will keep 

not just individuals and families but the entire 

community safe during this COVID19 crisis.  

https://youtu.be/YOQ5Yi7VxZ0 

From various artists in Senegal (French)  

https://youtu.be/oB5gJIPJlIM 

Theo Light   PRÉNOMS LE BOUCLIER DE LA FOI 

MAIS N'OUBLIONS PAS AUSSI DE RESPECTER 

LES MESURES DE SÉCURITÉ PRISE PAR NOS 

AUTORITÉS Romains 13.1-7  

https://youtu.be/zPUTkLx8P2o 

Vina Bright uses today’s new song to challenge 

Christians in her homeland of Togo and throughout 

west Africa that prayer is not enough – they need to 

follow safe hygiene practices, also. Vina co-wrote 

this song with her husband, Theo in an afro beat 

style and in Ewe language.   

Check out these artists! 

https://youtu.be/hMjWaffEppI
https://youtu.be/pOCyZF_2Hek
https://youtu.be/UwBMmN6LRrc
https://youtu.be/9ysZiYZbjWc
https://youtu.be/Sy4Nj-KGbGI
https://youtu.be/YOQ5Yi7VxZ0
https://youtu.be/oB5gJIPJlIM
https://youtu.be/zPUTkLx8P2o


 

     

   STRATEGIC STORYTELLING FOR MOVEMENTS 

           The next course begins October 22, 2020.   

The early  registration discount is available until October 

8. Register here. Sign up to receive notification of future 

course offerings .  

 “Tell someone to do something, and you change their life–for a day; tell someone a   

story and you change their life.” NT Wright 

“If you want to change a person’s obedience, you must change their imagination.”    

 Paul Ricoeur 

Stories have power to change destinies. They invite people seeking 

spiritual answers to look at life and spiritual matters in disruptive 

ways. To become true followers of Jesus, seeking people must          

imagine a new identity for themselves and their community. Effective 

stories are the first key to using media for disciple-making strategies. 

They serve as a "hook" to begin a conversation and a journey with 

others toward a new life in Christ. Field workers and content creators 

must integrate the media stories they find or create with ministry 

strategies.  

 Clyde Taber 

Visual Story Network is a global community that accelerates the mission 

of the Church by equipping the generation that will use media, story 

and innovation to make disciples of all nations.  

Click for Information and registration 

https://www.missionmediau.org/strategic-storytelling-for-movements/?utm_source=VSN+5.0+Sept.+2%2C+2020&utm_campaign=VSN+5.0+Sep+2&utm_medium=email


 

.No. 9 Beauty From Ashes (July 2020) 

Inspiro Arts Alliance (formerly OM Arts and Heart Sounds International) created an electronic      

version of VIVID, our magazine. This edition focused on the theme of Beauty From Ashes, as we    

explored the different ways that artists have been inspired to create out of the ashes of the       

COVID-19 pandemic.  

Spring 2022 Incarnate Opportunities 



 

REPORT FROM  

JAMAICA & 

 THE CARIBBEAN 

This is Jo-Ann Richards Goffe serving in Jamaica 

through CREW 40:4 - Culturally Relevant           

Expressions of Worship. We have a five-

member board which includes my husband 

Marcel, but I am the only one who has been 

given the responsibility of Arts Advocate for  

the Caribbean.  

Since 2018 the active public work of CREW 40:4 

has slowed down significantly due to the illness 

of both my parents, who my husband and I are 

tasked with caring for. However, last year we 

were led to launch a magazine that highlights 

the literary, visual and performing arts.  

The KW Magazine: CREWShall Connections in 

Faith & Culture is aimed at facilitating              

conversations about Worship & Cultural       

Identity among Christ-Followers of African   

heritage, both on the African Continent, and in 

her Diasporas. By this means, we hope to get to 

know ourselves better, get to know each other 

better, and ultimately, to build deeper, more 

authentic relationships with our Creator        

Yahweh. We have addressed relevant issues 

such as Language & Worship, Reggae & the 

Church, Garveyism,    Reparation, Child-rearing 

in the African/Caribbean Diaspora and            

Repatriation. We have introduced little-known 

literary and performing artists from among us. 

 Health and history have been  included, not to 

mention a children’s story in each issue as we 

seek to intentionally guide our children toward 

real relationships with God. For the pleasure of 

our Worship Leaders, we have also included   

music scores, so far from the Kom Mek Wi     

Worship collection of Jamaican Scripture songs. 

As we began work on our fifth issue recently, we 

launched a weekly live conversation on the   

magazine’s Facebook page with the same name, 

introducing the writers and interviewees, and 

taking us into even deeper conversations. These 

have been having great impact so far. We call 

them CREWShall Conversations! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The pdf version of the magazines is available   

for download at our E-Store online.  



PRAYER REQUESTS 

As the work requires more and more of 

our time, please pray that we will be led to 

the human and financial resources          

necessary to keep it going. 

 

We believe that the Caribbean region will 

be Stronger Together. Please pray for   

greater connection among the territories. 

 

We have a special burden for the children. Please pray that we will know what to do, how to 

do it and who to do it with, for the glory of our Heavenly Father. 

 

Official Trailer of JOSEPH 

JOSEPH is an African-Caribbean film featuring actors from Ghana, Jamaica and Barbados. The 

star Kevoy Burton is a successful doctor in Jamaica working alongside Mawuli Gavor of Ghana, 

Christopher MacFarland of Jamaica (his dad), Alison Hinds of Barbados (his mom) and      

Shontelle Layne of Barbados (his sister). This drama sees the family torn apart between the 

Caribbean and Africa and the discoveries that ensue.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xv907Rb8AdA&fbclid=IwAR23DIQK40Helyn90CiTt-4DAaCCu33nZfybmbjBbltpVU76ujfb7YAl3B8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xv907Rb8AdA&fbclid=IwAR23DIQK40Helyn90CiTt-4DAaCCu33nZfybmbjBbltpVU76ujfb7YAl3B8


This past June and July, Los Angeles-based writer Chante Griffin and Michael Stalcup led 

two rounds of Spirit & Scribe, a four-week online workshop at the intersection of spiritual  

formation and writing craft. We had a wonderful time getting to interact with over forty   

writers from the United States, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, and the United Kingdom. The 

goal was to help people connect their relationship with God to their work as a writer. 

We learned about Purpose (motivations for writing), Process (cultivating an idea), Prayer 

(writing with the Spirit), and Parable (forming the imagination). The feedback was             

overwhelmingly positive, and Chante and I hope to offer the course again in a few months 

when we have time. Anyone interested can simply email me (michaelmstalcup@gmail.com) 

and I will let them be the first to know when we offer the course again. 

 

To get an email the next 

time we offer Spirit & 

Scribe email Michael 

Stalcup at  

 

   michaelmstalcup@gmail.com 



This October, from North Wind Manor in Nashville, Tennessee, we’re sending you a taste of 

the Rabbit Room in the form of table.  Hutchmoot: Homebound. 

Over the course of this multi-day digital event, you and your family and friends will be able     

to access a rich variety of content featuring music from Sara Groves, Propaganda, John      

Mark McMillan, Joshua Luke Smith, and Andrew Peterson; a keynote address by filmmaker, 

legendary musician, and Lipscomb University's Director of the School of Theatre and             

Cinematic Arts, Steve Taylor; and, as always, sessions and workshops on art, music, and story 

from a variety of speakers. We even have a few surprises in store. See a schedule here. 

But on top of all of that, we aim to provide you with tools and opportunities to connect with 

people in real time right where you are, wherever you are (and yes, that includes  international 

folks). Once the event is over, we hope you'll feel the boundaries of home have expanded to 

include new faces, new voices, and new ideas. There’s no limit to how many can join. So for 

the first time ever, everyone who wants to join the feast will be able to find a seat at the table. 

 

We’re saving you a seat. 

https://www.hutchmoothomebound.com/
mailto:info@themakecollective.org


UPDATES ON CURRENT PROJECTS 

The CCAMS creative arts curriculum alternates among the five art forms  

(music, dance, drama, visual art, and creative writing), offering projects which provide experiences 

 for our students to create art for the glory of God, while partnering with other members of the Body of Christ,  

and also while being mentored by the leaders to create their own original works of art.  

 

 

For example, we are currently training each of our students to choreograph their own original 

Khmer-style dance!  First, they all chose songs from the Khmer hymnbook to provide music and 

lyrics for their own original dances.  Second, they learned to sing all of the songs and have also 

learned to play them on a keyboard and on Khmer traditional instruments in order to accompany 

each other as they presented their choreography, and then they recorded the music as official 

soundtracks.  Third, they chose appropriate 

Khmer classical hand gestures to visually 

interpret the lyrics for their solo dance.  Now, 

they are learning how to restage the dance to 

include a male or female partner (one couple), 

to be performed as a duet.  Following that, they 

will learn how to stage the dance for three 

couples, including creative floor patterns.  To 

wrap things up, they will design their own 

costumes to enhance the message of each dance.  We are currently posting, one by one 

on Facebook and YouTube, the photo albums and videos of these dances as they are 

completed, all for the glory of God!  

Featured here is CCAMS student Thach Ty’s solo choreography, including traditional 

Khmer hand gestures to interpret lyrics of "Be Born Again,” Song #135 by Barnabas Mam 

in the Khmer Hymnbook, based on John 3:3.  She has also restaged the dance as a duet 

with fellow student Samnang Dara.  The soundtrack for her dance was performed by Chea (roneat and drum), Rattana (ching-chop), and 

Thach (voice).    

Story Writing and Book Illustration Project 

So far, CCAMS has published ten culturally appropriate and bi-lingual (Cambodian and English)   

children’s picture books based on biblical themes.  The first ten books 

are currently available for sale at local bookstores in Phnom Penh.  At 

evangelistic outreaches throughout Cambodia, CCAMS students or 

staff read aloud our books to the crowds and distribute books free of 

charge to poor children.  Also, our books are frequently transported 

by CCAMS partners to distribute in other countries where Cambodian 

refugees live.   

Now we are again teaching our current students to write and 

illustrate their own original stories, hopefully to be published very 

soon!  Featured here is one of the preliminary sketches to illustrate 

Iay Mode’s children’s storybook entitled “Counsel of Truth.”  In this story, the principle character, 

Kongkia, discovers through many difficulties that laziness is the root of her failure in school, and finally she experiences victory over her 

problems through embracing the truth from God’s Word.  The theme of this book is derived from Proverbs 13:4.                                     

                                            See our Facebook page and YouTube channel to enjoy more examples of our student’s creativity! 

We hope that you will follow/subscribe in order to receive notifications of future posts!    

www.facebook.com/cambodianchristianartsministry; www.youtube.com/user/ccamvision 

proclamation.arts@ccamvision.org;  www.ccamvision.org/donate_now/paypal.php 

Choreography Project 

http://www.facebook.com/cambodianchristianartsministry
http://www.youtube.com/user/ccamvision
mailto:proclamation.arts@ccamvision.org
http://www.ccamvision.org/donate_now/paypal.php


 

When beauty is gone, she sends love. 

Seeking beauty amid fear and hate. 

 

A year back, I wrote an article titled ‘Why are we drawn to beauty?’. Makoto Fujimura, in his book Culture 

Care, argues that “Beauty feeds our souls.” We are drawn to beauty  because it feeds our souls. Our 

longing for beauty tells us that we are not just bodies, but we also have a soul. Then I started    asking myself, 

what do we do if we don’t find beauty? Should we starve our souls? Can we live without it? 

When I say beauty, I don’t mean what the cosmetic industry or fashion industry means by it. ‘Sugar-coated 

beauty’ is not what I mean. C.S.Lewis says, “The books or the music in which we thought beauty was located 

will betray us if we trust them; it was not in them, it only came through them, and what came through them 

was longing…” In modernity, beauty has been seen as mere appearance or ornamentation. So is it possible 

that something with harmony, proportion, symmetry, the ideal form yet lacks beauty? 

One of my favorite hill stations in South India is Kodaikanal because of its beautiful lake. I wish I could live the 

rest of my life in the sight of this lake. Last year, we were there again. The lake looks magical when the 

cloud comes over it and covers it for a few minutes and then  disappears. The walk around the lake is so     

refreshing, particularly around some corners with Water Lilies and Calla Lilies all over. 

Kodaikanal Lake © Markraja  



 

After my visit, what I read online about 

the lake really disappointed me. The lake 

was poisoned with mercury by the       

Hindustan Unilever thermometer factory 

between 1987 and 2001. 

With the protests from the locals and 

public interest groups, the company was 

made to shut down the factory in 2001. 

Locals suffered from kidney-related       

ailments due to this poisoning. 

After reading this, for me, beauty left the 

memories I had of the lake. Why did I feel  

so? Is it just a feeling? Hans Urs von Balthasar In his book ‘The Glory of the Lord’ writes “…beauty demands 

for itself at least as much courage and decision as do truth and goodness, and she will not allow herself to be 

separated and banned from her two sisters without taking them along with herself…”. In other words,        

Balthasar says when truth and goodness are removed, then beauty leaves. A lake polluted with mercury is 

not good for life to thrive. That is the reason those memories were not beautiful to me anymore. 

Then I asked myself, ‘so, what do I do’? I don’t see beauty in many parts of the world. So, should I erase this 

lake from my memories and go find another beautiful lake to satisfy my musing? Should I deny beauty as an 

illusion and just focus on my survival? The public interest groups in Kodaikanal did not think that way. They 

fought to stop the factory so that it would not pollute any further. They sought truth, goodness, and beauty; 

therein, they found love. Love to protect and care for the lake, so that it can be restored and, if possible, 

made even more beautiful. 

 

They sought truth, goodness, and beauty; therein, they found love. 

 

Again from Balthasar, “We can be sure that whoever sneers at her (beauty) name as if she were the             

ornament of a bourgeois past — whether he admits it or not — can no longer pray and soon will no longer be 

able to love.” 

 

Kodaikanal Lake © Markraja  

Artist at work. © Peter Bakelaar  



So, if I despise beauty, will I not be able to love? As Blaise Pascal once said, “There is a God-shaped vacuum 

in the heart of each man which cannot be satisfied by any created thing, but only by God, the Creator.”  In 

the same way, aren’t we also created to long for beauty in our lives? When we indeed long for beauty, we 

will find love. 

For example, a sculptor, when she imagines a conception of beauty in her mind, labors in love until she 

forms the clay to reveal it. Longing for beauty is the motivation for love. 

 

Longing for beauty is the motivation for love. 

 

Ida Scudder longed for beauty when she saw the cruelty of 

the death of three women during their childbirth in Vellore, 

India. Though her dad was a missionary doctor, he could not 

save them because these women did not want to be treated 

by male doctors due to their orthodox customs. This longing 

led her to study medicine and dedicate all her life to bring 

better health care to South Indian women. She fought against 

bubonic plague, cholera, and leprosy. She founded CMC     

Vellore in 1900. She longed for beauty in the lives of people 

suffering from disease and pain. 

  

Longing for beauty means longing for goodness, truth, justice, and wholeness in our communities and      

ecologies. In other words, it is longing for God, who is the source of infinite beauty. When we long for this 

beauty, God fills us with His love so that through it, beauty can be restored. 

Jesus said, “…perfect love drives out fear.” Fear leads to indifference, hate, injustice, selfishness, envy, etc. 

We have become slaves to fear; that is why it is not easy to seek beauty in our relationships, communities, 

environment, work, and charity. When I seek beauty in my neighbor, I desire their wellbeing over mine. If I 

don’t seek beauty, I starve my souls to the point where I “can no longer pray and soon will no longer be able 

to love.” 

Beauty is shouting to our weary souls and challenging us to seek it. If we seek her in our families, neighbors, 

communities, businesses, etc. then it will teach us to truly love. Can we dare to seek beauty? Only then can 

you see her return to our broken world in “uncontained splendor around the double constellation of the true 

and the good.” 

 

Mark Raja       https://medium.com/@markraja  

Product designer, Systems thinker, Creative catalyst, Amateur writer, Father, Husband 

© CMC  



 

“Byron Spradlin here, wanting you to see a 

wonderful way the visual arts can move into 

play in an urban setting, without loosing the 

integrity of   

the art form,  

bringing God’s 

beauty and     

delight in the  

realities of a      

specific          

community, 

and produce         

community 

that gets people talking about God’s Love    

expressed through Messiah  Jesus.   The clip 

below is not an Artists in Christian Testimony 

Intl staff person.  It’s my good friend, and 

world class painter, Amer  Olson, on staff with 

Jews for Jesus.  It would be fair to say that for 

years I’ve been an   encourager to Amer, and 

to Jews for Jesus (in my role as a Board     

 

Member) to release the beauty of artistic    

expression through artists who are wonderful 

believers in Jesus, like Amer.   So enjoy this 53 

second clip.  But also pray that the LORD will 

give you insight into the artists in your          

relationship network and your church whom 

you can encourage to do something like this in 

your  community.   May the LORD encourage 

you in many ways through this clip.    

 

God’s beauty and 

delight in the 

realities of a 

specific 

community 

Visual Arts Ministry Strategy in play  

on the streets of New York City 

Amer Olson is a senior 

missionary at the New 

York branch of Jews for 

Jesus.  

 

Click here  for video clip 

https://youtu.be/6BGD4PdM00A


“Did you cough at me?”  

A 40-Day Spiritual Journey for Breakthrough 

Creativity, DAY 9–Gentleness 

Will the Coronavirus threat 

make us a more humble 

and loving people or will it 

bring out the worst in us? 

If the “Did you cough at 

me?” episode that          

occurred on a Sydney train is any indication, 

then it’s scary to think of where our unbridled 

responses to one another in the face of      

danger could eventually lead. How might I 

have responded if…when, perhaps,…I find  

myself in a similar situation? 

A gentle response could make all the         

difference. But is that too much to ask? 

A key to breakthrough creativity is gentleness

–giving in to what is in essence already there. 

Gentleness is allowing the hands of the     

Master Potter to bring out of the clay of       

humanity, the real essence or the unique     

defining character and characteristic of what 

is  inherently embedded in the clay-ness of 

clay. 

As creative beings we understand, even 

though we may or may not agree, the          

creator’s prerogative or right to create 

the way he or she thinks is best; to make, to 

discard, to destroy, and to rebuild in  accord 

with one’s preferences. The clay is  ultimately 

subject to the will of the creator. And so are 

we in the hands God. 

As clay therefore what we can do is to rely    

on the hands that mold us and our                       

circumstances; to trust God to do the right 

thing. To resist the hand of God is like clay 

that is losing its clay-ness, becoming hard, and 

very soon unfit for use. The cracking of the 

clay due to a lack of moisture is like the terse 

reaction to hardship and provocation–get 

louder when spoken to loudly, get ruder when 

spoken to rudely, at all costs, get even. For 

me, this is  unfortunately the case mostly, and 

especially when I react to being  provoked by 

the peril of my circumstance rather than the 

promise of God. 

He humbled himself in obedience to God and 

died a criminal’s death on a cross. 

PHILIPPIANS 2:8, THE BIBLE (NEW LIVING 

TRANSLATION) 

Experiencing Creativity 

Be Your Creative Best by Uday Balasundaram  

Uday Balasundaram, PhD  

Experiencingcreativity.wordpress.com 

https://lausannearts.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Uday.jpg


Matthew “Mistery” Peet  is not only a      

pastor but a well known Bankstown graffiti 

artist.   

Matthew pastors at the Embassy Church in 

Belmore .  He fills the need of helping young 

graffiti artists understand how to be           

successful. 

In this article by James Taylor of the            

Canterbury-Bankstown Express, Peet states, 

“it is all in the details.” 

Sometimes it’s as simple as quoting a job, 

writing an invoice and just meeting a        

deadline. 

His designs are seen in all parts of the world. 

Peet encourages young artists and provides 

places for them to create through his work-

shops. 

To view this Express article click on the link 

below. 

 James Taylor, Canterbury-Bankstown Express/2017 

 

Matthew “Mistery” Peet 

Graffiti Artist & Pastor 

Mistery is a pastor at the Embassy Church in Belmore 

Picture: Craig Wilson  

Picture: Rob Pozo  

https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/newslocal/the-express/bankstown-graffiti-artist-and-pastor-matthew-mistery-peet-to-impart-wisdom-on-fresh-talent/news-story/d04dff26435058ca4d082d677298b3fa
https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/newslocal/the-express/bankstown-graffiti-artist-and-pastor-matthew-mistery-peet-to-impart-wisdom-on-fresh-talent/news-story/d04dff26435058ca4d082d677298b3fa


   Tom & Cara Khazoyan     

   tomkhazoyan@10xproductions.org 

Our IMM teammates in Madrid have been stuck indoors, but working feverishly 

on the  second season of our "Lost Legacy Reclaimed" series that reveals the rich  

Christian heritage of North Africa.  

 

This is a trailer for our "Cyprian" episode. Cyprian was a Church leader during one of the 

worst plagues in the Roman Empire. Christians took the lead in caring for people and       

showing the love of Christ to their neighbors at great risk to themselves.  

 

The whole first season can be found on Amazon Prime! Here's a LINK.                                                       

Cyprian was a leader of the early Christian church at Carthage in North Africa. He       

modeled wisdom and compassion during a time of persecution and plague.  

International Media Ministries  

https://www.imm.edu  

Click  to view trailer.   

https://vimeo.com/398625144



